# LARGE EQUIPMENT

**“YOUR LAPIDARY GENERAL STORE”**

Order Toll Free: (888) 612-3444
Web Site: www.lapidarysupplies.com

## LAPIDARY SPEC. POWERED HAND TOOL by FOREDOM

**MLS “SPECIAL” LAPIDARY APPLICATIONS Kit.**

- 1 - “LX” Type Powered Head, ball bearing motor, 1/6 Hp., High Torque, Slow Speed (700 min. to 5,000 RPM max.), 115 VAC.
- 1 – Table Hanger C-clamp Mounted.
- 1 - No. 30 Hand piece (Equipped with #0 Jacobs Chuck).
- 1 – TXR Speed Foot Control.
- 1 - CK-0 Chuck Key with Plastic Handle.
- 1 - Tube of Shaft Grease

**MLS “SPECIAL” LAPIDARY APPLICATIONS KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MLS PART #</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>240100</td>
<td>$461.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DRILL PRESS STAND by Foredom

A rugged and precise stand which converts your Foredom flexible shaft power tool into a drill press. The sturdy, all metal stand is fully adjustable, has a 2” throat capacity and a stroke length up to 1 ¼”.

**MLS PART #: 241008**

Price: $175.75

## DISC GRINDER HEAD KIT by Foredom

Tool fits on the standard H-30 hand piece only. Turns your Foredom rotary tool into a right angle Disc Grinder.

**HEAD WITH FLAPPER SANDING DISC HEAD ATTACHED TO H-30 HAND PIECE**

Some of the many functions you can perform with this tool include hog out wood, smooth metal, polish stone and/or blend and texture metals.

Complete **LAPIDARY** kit includes wrenches needed to attach the grinder head to the H-30 hand piece. Kit also includes:

- 1 – Angle Grinder Head.
- 1 – 60 Mesh flexible Diamond PSA GRINDING disc.
- 5 – Imperial micro finish film PSA SANDING discs, 120, 220, 320, 600 and 1,200 Mesh Diamond.
- 1 – 4,000 Mesh Diamond PSA SANDING disc.
- 1 – 50,000 Mesh Cerium Oxide PSA POLISHING disc.
- 1 – 8 pk. Securing Discs, Velcro one side/PSA other side. Used to attach discs to hook mandrel.
- 1 – Rubber hook type disc Mandrel.
- 1 – Screw-Lok FELT Wheel, 5/16” thick
- 1 – Misc. including drive pin, long hub with long screw.

**MLS PART #: 242000**

Price: $156.00

---

**HAMMER**

Uses with threaded arbor and pin to tighten point.

**MLS PART #: 241004**

Price: $150.00

**TABLE MOUNT**

Motor control for series SR motors.

**MLS PART #: 241014**

Price: $51.00

**DISC GRINDER HEAD KIT**

- Motor Mount Table
- Speed Control
- Made of cast iron
- Head attached to H-30 Handpiece
- Forked to fit H-30
- Mounts to table ledge via screw clamp

**MLS PART #: 241006**

Price: $18.20

**DISC GRINDER HEAD KIT**

- Motor Mount Table
- Speed Control
- Made of cast iron
- Head attached to H-30 Handpiece
- Forked to fit H-30
- Mounts to table ledge via screw clamp

**MLS PART #: 241006**

Price: $18.20